Our team

Whether facing acts of fraud, governmental or regulatory inquiries, breach-of-contract claims or major litigation, organizations can turn to
our multidisciplinary team from EY’s Fraud Investigation & Dispute Services (FIDS) practice for assistance. The team includes data scientists,
linguists, forensic technologists, forensic accountants, certified fraud examiners, and anti-corruption and anti-money laundering professionals.
We employ former compliance executives, regulators and law enforcement officers. They bring insight from careers and experience in law,
criminal justice, engineering, computer science and data science to help companies identify, detect and remediate risks. Our experience with
investigations, regulatory and litigation issues across a multitude of industries and geographies informs us on how to detect and remediate risks.
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Meeting the needs of a modern investigation

Regulators continue to examine sales practices in financial institutions
Sales practices, as a form of conduct, have recently gained renewed attention as a result of issues in the banking sector. The Office
of the Comptroller of the Currency (OCC) launched its effort to examine sales practices at large and mid-size banks in fall 2016. The
Federal Reserve (Fed), the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) and Financial Industry Regulatory Authority (FINRA) have also
taken enforcement action in multiple areas related to sales practices. The European Banking Authority published its final guidelines on
remuneration policies and practices related to the provision and sale of retail banking products and services in late 2016.

Traditional approaches provide silos of partial intelligence with too many false positives
Traditional approaches have produced high volumes of alerts with high false positive rates. One of the biggest data analysis struggles
is with unstructured data, such as customer complaints. Banks have been lacking the ability to link customer complaints with employee
behavior and sales transactions. As a result, compliance efforts are not sufficiently aligned to risky patterns, behavior, performance and
controls. Many technology offerings are expensive to implement and have high ongoing costs due to resource requirements. Large financial
institutions are saddled with legacy systems following years of merger and acquisition activities that are risky and costly to replace.

Today’s investigations require the collection and analysis of vast amounts of structured and unstructured data. The increasing availability of
digital evidence by volume and variety is advantageous to investigations. But many organizations are not set up to retrieve the data needed
in a fast and effective manner. Investigations often require careful handling of data privacy concerns when allegations cross borders. The
lack of understanding of the data involved can provide further hindrance to the investigation. The delay not only brings noncompliance risk
but can also result in a dramatic increase in the costs of handling regulatory inquiries and litigation.

EY’s investigative framework
EY’s investigative framework focuses on end-to-end capabilities, from planning and scoping to detection, analysis and reporting. We develop custom workflows and build them into the case management tools to streamline inquiries and investigative matters to keep them on
track. Our approach focuses on:
•

High standards — proven procedures for data acquisition, chain of custody, security of exhibits and contemporaneous note-taking practices

•

Precision — insights that are rooted in fact, not based on approximations or generalized assumptions

•

Repeatability — results that can be replicated with consistency

Planning

EY’s next generation banker
surveillance analytics offering
EY’s banker surveillance analytics offering is hosted
on the EY Virtual platform. It is designed to help
eliminate information silos, expand the scope of conduct
risk management and enable unified enterprise risk
management functions. The key to our approach is to
apply analytics to a full array of tightly woven employee,
customer and sales transaction data to identify high-risk
behavioral patterns and trends.

A condensed sample banker surveillance analytics program design
Employee

Customer

Data
sources

•
•

Incentive compensation
Exit interviews

•
•

Complaints
Vulnerable and high risk
customers

Risk
patterns
and trends

•

Comparison of behavioral
metrics to known risk patterns
The correlation between
the timing of sales target
accomplishment and known
high-risk scenarios

•

•

Customers with an abnormal
number of accounts
Accounts opened for
customers outside of the
banker’s region

•

•

►

New accounts that remain
dormant
Spike in early stage closure

•
•

Anomalous transactions
Activity by deceased client

►

Data sources required
Availability of the data sources

►
►

Business rules

Predictive analytics

Text analytics

Entity linking and networks

Criteria and cross-checks for
known high-risk scenarios

Identifying risk patterns
using behavioral analytics
and cognitive learning
techniques

Mine unstructured data and
fuse with structured data to
identify anomalies

Entity resolution and
discovery (collusion, family
ties, etc.)

Expectations of key stakeholders
Workflow and reporting requirements

►

Timelines

►

Alternative approaches

►

►
►

Transaction
risk

Banker and event
risk scores

Origination
risk

Relationship
risk

Risk
policies

Conduct
risk

Vulnerable
client risk

Automated
decisions
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banker surveillance

Structured and
unstructured
data
Emails

Investigative approach

Structured
analytics and
statistical
analysis

Text mining,
natural language
processing and
advanced search

Regulatory and legal impacts

►
►

Investigative analytics

Pattern matching and link
analysis

Payments

Sample analytics considerations:

Account activity
risk

Are regulators and litigants
better at analytics than you?

Nature of the matter and allegations
Existing data from similar matters

►
►

►

If an employee goes rogue,
how will you know?

Detection and analysis

Sample scoping considerations:

Transaction

•

Internal
metrics

Calculation reconciliations
►

Does the data support the analysis?

►

Are there other ways to look at the data?

Abnormal customer account activities

Access
logs

False positives
Additional data sources that could enrich
the analysis

►

Competencies of the reviewers

►

The ability of review rate to support the
key investigative milestones

Drive additional questions

Scalable hosting and processing platform

Statistical
and predictive analysis

Case management, task
delegation and
integrated data feeds

Visualization and
risk profiling

Track and incorporate for future use

EY forensic data analytics
for legal and compliance
response

For our global clients, we coordinate our service delivery across international borders, with teams around the world bringing together their
local experience to handle multinational matters that are often executed simultaneously in multiple jurisdictions. Our professionals are familiar
with local data protection and privacy rules, state secrecy laws and other regulations affecting cross-border data transfer. Each EY professional,
regardless of location, is trained to adhere to our global standards for handling sensitive data and to abide by our well-established global
methodologies.

Our global footprint
• 1,500+ forensic technology professionals in more than 60 labs
• 15 FIDS data centers
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About EY
EY is a global leader in assurance, tax, transaction and advisory services. The insights and quality services we deliver help build trust and
confidence in the capital markets and in economies the world over. We develop outstanding leaders who team to deliver on our promises to all of
our stakeholders. In so doing, we play a critical role in building a better working world for our people, for our clients and for our communities.
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EY refers to the global organization, and may refer to one or more, of the member firms of Ernst & Young Global Limited, each of which is
a separate legal entity. Ernst & Young Global Limited, a UK company limited by guarantee, does not provide services to clients. For more
information about our organization, please visit ey.com.
About EY Forensic & Integrity Services
Dealing with complex issues of fraud, regulatory compliance and business disputes can detract from efforts to succeed. Better management
of fraud risk and compliance exposure is a critical business priority — no matter the size or industry sector. With approximately 4,500 forensic
professionals around the world, we will assemble the right multidisciplinary and culturally aligned team to work with you and your legal advisors.
We work to give you the benefit of our broad sector experience, our deep subject-matter knowledge and the latest insights from our work
worldwide.
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All Rights Reserved.
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EY Virtual Analytics
Infrastructure
(EY Virtual)
The next-generation forensic data
analytics platform integrating human and
machine intelligence

EY Virtual is a microservices-based forensic data analytics platform
that can be deployed via cloud or on premises. It is designed to
enable data analytics and support the needs of a wide variety of risk
management applications.

• Protect the integrity of the information assets
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Life Sciences
Field Force
Monitoring

Application
layer

Machine
learning

Social
media
analytics

Link
analysis

Behavioral
analytics

Voice
analytics

Natural
language
processing

Analytics
layer

Relevant data

Classification,
modeling and
blending
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Data fusion and
governance
layer

Critical asset
identification
Data transformation
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High-performance
Hadoop
environment

EY Virtual
data lake
Data connectors and aggregators

• Phased implementation approach to align with evolving enterprise
priorities and control costs
• Reusable turnkey applications, widgets and algorithms that save
development time, resource and costs

Visibility and
cost efficiency

Client data and
third-party feeds
and extracts

Users can drill in to any specific area by selecting filters
from an extensive list. We can also tailor dashboard views
to individual users and user groups, including restricting
access where appropriate.

Multiple deployment options:

EY analytics models
Sample technologies
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Integrated
Banker
Surveillance

• EY cloud: Source data is hosted on EY’s secure
network with single and multiuser cloud options.
Our hosting environment is designed for scalability
and 24x7 availability by leveraging EY’s global
technology infrastructure.
• Enterprise deployment: All data traffic is
maintained within the client network, to which
users must be connected via private network —
avoiding any outside connection.
• Client cloud: EY is able to integrate with many of
the most common and popular cloud technologies
that our clients use.

Closed-loop feedback process
By leveraging knowledge gained from investigations,
applications run on EY Virtual routinely fine-tune the
methodologies and techniques used in identifying,
collecting and analyzing potential risk indicators.
Internal data:

Employee
Compensation

Phone

Financial
Purchase
orders

HR

Accounts
payable

Technology
Access logs

Network

Software

Electronic communications
Email

T&E

Physical assets
Events

IM

Social media

Past incidents,
violations and
sanctions

Near real-time

External data:

Market intelligence,
past incidents
at peer companies

Surveillance

Reports, visual interface

Automated
actions
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review
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• Secure cloud deployment (on-premises deployment also
available)
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• Segregated development space
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• Reducing data protection and privacy concerns
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Sample applications
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• Back-office functions (monitoring, investigation,
reporting, etc.)

Cross-sector

End-to-end
support with
interoperability
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• Front-office case management and reporting
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• Integrates with many commonly used ERP
platforms, case management tools and data
management applications
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Collaboration

Risk profiles
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• Pricing options: subscription-based, user-driven
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• “On demand,” quick-to-deploy resource and technology
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• Extensive experience working with legal, compliance and regulators

Visualization and
reporting

Indu
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• Sector-specific business and regulatory knowledge

EY Virtual provides, or
can integrate with, case
management tools and
can link them with data
visualization technologies. Decisionmakers can gain a consolidated view
of alerts displayed along a common time dimension. The
information can be further enhanced with contextual
market data and external intelligence feed, when needed.

Risk scores

Plug-and-play
algorithms and
applications

• Configurable interface to support custom algorithms and applications

• Data hosting options: cloud-based, on premises, mobile
data center

Case management enhanced by interactive
visualization

Principal elements

• Pre-developed algorithms and applications based on decades of fraud
investigation and compliance experience

• Deployment options: EY cloud, client cloud, enterprise
deployment

EY Virtual architectural design
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EY Virtual application ecosystem
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Key features of EY Virtual

External triggers

